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BELSTONE.

Tnp Circle known as the N'irue Stones or li'ine Maid,ens at'
Belstone consists, as is weII known, of sixt'een stones
still standing, and one which has fallen. It is obviously
the retainin[ circle around a barrow or cairn, the barrow
has been almost entirely removed' The diameter of the
circle from out to out of the stones is 25 ft. 2 in. The stones
are not large, the largest, standing 28 in. high and being
29 in. in breadth and 13 in. in thickness. One other stone
is 28 in. high, 28 in. broad. and It in. thick; three more
stand each 28 in. in height, and yet another is 29 in. by
27 ir.. by 9 in. Thus there is an unusual uniformity in
the height of the principal stones. As usual the breadth
of the itonrs lie in the circumference of the circle, thus
making each stone most, effective as part of the enclosure.
But there is an unusual feature that two small stones interpolated between the larger point their breadths radially
to the centre. So rarely is a retaining circle weII placed
for photography that this example, which is exceptional
in that *eipect,,-i* here illustrated. Fig. f shous a geire11l
view of the circle rvith the camera pointing N. 97' W.
tr'ig. 2 is a nearer photograph of the north circumference,
ta[en from near the centre, and shorving the trvo small
radially disposed stones above referred t'o. The N'ine
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Stones are situate in longitude 3o 57' 57l", lalitude 50o
43' 5" anrLwill be found marked on quarter sheet, LXXYII,

S.!V. of the six-inch Ordnance Survey of Devon.
SHARP TOR,, MEAYY Y.1,LLEY.

In Par:t VII of The Stone Routs of Dartmoor (Y<tl.
XXX\TII, 1906) I described the remains of a stone row
at the foot of Sharp Tor'. I have now to add that'at
about 95 ft. N.E. from the eastern end of the row there
lies a smallcairn or barrow, hitherto unrecorded, the exact
location being longitude 4" l' 44', latitude 50" 3t' 8+".

R. H. Wontu.

